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Abstract: Background: Air pollution is a major global environmental risk factor. Since people
spend most of their time indoors, the sole measure of outdoor concentrations is not sufficient to
assess total exposure to air pollution. Therefore, the arising interest by the international community
to indoor-outdoor relationships has led to the development of various techniques for the study
of emission and exchange parameters among ambient and non-ambient pollutants. However,
a standardised method is still lacking due to the complex release and dispersion of pollutants
and the site conditions among studies. Methods: This review attempts to fill this gap to some extent
by focusing on the analysis of the variety of site-specific approaches for the assessment of particulate
matter in work and life environments. Results: First, the main analogies and differences between
indoor and outdoor particles emerging from several studies are briefly described. Commonly-used
indicators, sampling methods, and other approaches are compared. Second, recommendations for
further studies based on recent results in order to improve the assessment and management of those
issues are provided. Conclusions: This review is a step towards a comprehensive understanding of
indoor and outdoor exposures which may stimulate the development of innovative tools for further
epidemiological and multidisciplinary research.

Keywords: indoor-outdoor; mass concentration; nanoparticles; particle number concentration (PNC);
PM10; PM2.5; sampling; Total Suspended Particles (TSP); ultrafine particles (UFP)

1. Introduction

In many countries, the persistence or the increasing of air pollution represents a major
environmental and health issue [1], which largely depends on the amount of chemical energy used in
our society (i.e., fossil, biomass). The relapses of the anthropic activities cannot be related exclusively
to local emissions in urban and metropolitan areas, but also to the diffuse pollution involving entire
territories or mega-city regions [2]. This is the case, for example, of the Po Valley in Italy, where the
urban emission contribution is overlapped with the critical state of pollution at the regional scale, in
particular during wintertime periods.

The assessment of source emissions and the measuring and modelling of outdoor concentrations is,
therefore, fundamental to obtain a framework of pollution conditions of an area at different temporal
and spatial scales. International and national legislation and policies are mainly based on these
approaches. Despite a general improvement of observation and measurement techniques of outdoor
pollutant concentrations in the last 20 years, due to technological developments and the adoption of
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some normative restrictions, the implemented policies and actions have shown limitations in reducing
personal exposure [3]. While the policy-makers at various public entities’ scales are challenged for the
introduction of innovative actions, the scientific community is called to make a step forward in the
assessment of air pollution and its relapses to different targets and in different environments.

The correlation among outdoor air pollution and health diseases, affecting in particular respiratory
and cardiovascular systems, has been widely demonstrated [2,4–6]. However, an approach based
exclusively on the assessment of outdoor air pollution has shown its limited effectiveness. People
spend, in fact, most of their time indoors [7,8] and the correlation among personal exposure and
outdoor concentrations of particulate matter is still weak in the literature [9,10]. For this reason, despite
formerly and recent epidemiological studies referring mainly to outdoor particulate concentrations [11],
the assessment of indoor and personal concentrations in work and life environments is necessary to
evaluate the total exposure to air pollution.

Furthermore, direct health diseases are primary in a wide list of relapses of air pollution which
also include disturbances to the population and the loss in quality and in the use of territories and
indoor environments. This is even more serious especially in highly-populated areas, where the
synergy of air pollution with other hazard factors (i.e., noise, vibrations, odours) may lead to increasing
damages and disturbance to human health and land use [12,13]. Even though in most epidemiological
studies the assessment of finer particulate sizes prevails, the employ of other indicators to understand
the whole phenomena affecting human health and the use of environments is required.

Within this context, the present review analyses the existing works on the assessment of
indoor-outdoor (I-O) particulate matter concentrations and relationships. Differently from other
existing reviews on I-O particulate matter pollution [14–16], this work is not limited to investigate
one specific parameter or approach, but studies which considered more indicators (i.e., Total
Suspended Particles (TSP), PM10, PM2.5, PM10–2.5, ultrafine particles (UFP), Nanoparticles (NP), and
Indoor/Outdoor Ratio (I/O ratio), air exchange rate, infiltration factors) in residential and working
environments are preferred to find potentials and weaknesses in the framework of I-O PM research
methodologies. Such recent studies, in fact, proposed sampling or modelling approaches for the
assessment of site-specific cases. The lack of standardised methods, due to the complex phenomenology
of air pollution release and dispersion and the boundary conditions, is evident. This review attempts
to partially fill such a gap.

2. Materials and Methods

Starting from the definition of the main objectives, this review collects a large dataset of papers
based on several main searches of key criteria which include: large-scale international studies
on indoor-outdoor air pollution issues, on-site assessment of I-O concentrations in specific life
environments and work sectors, and on-site and experimental studies of particulate matter with
different size between indoor and outdoor environments.

The dataset is then reduced by specific exclusion criteria. The main focus is toward studies
that analysed more than one indicator; however, studies focusing on one specific indicator are also
considered. Likewise, studies involving different indoor and outdoor environments, such as residences
and workplaces, are considered. Furthermore, recent studies are generally preferred and, in particular,
those proposing innovative approaches and new points of views on methodologies and results; studies
published prior to 2005 are also considered for their significant contribution to following studies or
that focused on “atypical” case studies. Large-scale exposure assessment studies developed at the end
of the last century, such as EXPOLIS, PTEAM, and THEES [9,17–19], are intended as starting points for
the purpose of this review.

Using the SciVal tool [20], a qualitative analysis for investigating the main tendencies in I-O
studies is also performed. For the searching criteria, indicator terms associated to indoor and outdoor
keywords was compiled in order to observe their usage in recent years (2011–2016 published papers).
The analysis was developed both by considering the overall results from the SciVal DB and then by
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filtering to journal categories (JC) expressing subject areas (SA), such as: “Environmental Science”;
“Earth and Planetary Sciences”; “Engineering”; and “Medicine” (each journal could be characterised
by more than one subject area). The research was developed in May 2017.

3. Brief Summary of the Main Characteristics of PM in Indoor and Outdoor Environments

The main sources of outdoor PM pollution in most developed countries are commonly identified to
be road traffic (including exhaust and non-exhaust emissions of vehicle combustion, tire wearing, and
resuspension), power generation plants, industries, agriculture, and domestic heating systems [2,21].
While natural sources, which represent a consistent fraction of aerosols in many regions, contribute
mainly on coarser particles, anthropic sources are well-known for the generation of primary and
secondary fine, ultrafine, and nano-scale particulates [22–25]. The definition and adoption by
normative frameworks of size-depending indicators to fix mass concentration limit values for outdoor
air quality considered both the penetration in the human respiratory tract and the need to distinguish
anthropogenic and natural emissions [26].

Indoor sources are associated to anthropic activities and the intended use of spaces. In life
environments a significant role is played by smoking and cooking, followed by heating systems,
cleaning, and resuspension due to the presence of humans [10,27–30]. Combustion processes and
cleaning contribute significantly to fine, ultrafine, and nanoparticles emissions, while coarse fractions
of PM are principally evidenced due to resuspension [22,24,27,31,32]. In working environments, PM
size distribution, concentrations, and chemical properties are even more site-specific than in residential
ones as these depend on the used materials, productive methods, and working typologies. Extensive
literature on school environments, partially for assessing children’s exposure (i.e., the tendency for
health impairments, and the large percentage of daytime spent in those spaces) and as a major working
sector for the number of employees, is found [14,33–35].

A large amount of works described the consistent contribution of outdoor PM to indoor
concentrations. The heterogeneity in the estimation of such contributions found for different particulate
size ranges is strictly linked to the different pathways of infiltration and aerodynamic behaviours of
finer and coarse particles. A general trend describing a decreased penetration for coarser particles is
found in the literature [27]. Other factors influencing the contribution of outdoor pollution on indoor
environments are constituted by the type of ambient ventilation (i.e., natural or mechanical), distance to
the sources, meteorological conditions, and by the building age and architectural characteristics [28,31].

Indoor versus outdoor levels are found to be heterogenic in the literature. In the absence of intense
indoor sources, studies show a general trend of higher outdoor concentrations rather than indoor
values [8,36,37]. Furthermore, spatial and temporal variability of outdoor PM could significantly affect
the relation between I-O concentrations [38]. In urban areas, as an example, the source proximity and
the primary and secondary particulate pathways lead to the high variability of the observed PM size
distributions and concentrations. An even more uniform spatial distribution is generally observed for
the finer particles, and frequent exceptions are reported in the literature due to the interference of local
sources [26,39]. Moreover, the seasonal variability of I-O relationships may be referred mainly to the
outdoor contribution, the influence of ventilation types, and occupant behaviours [26].

A widely-used indicator for evaluating the indoor-outdoor exchange is the ratio between the
measured concentrations in those environments [40,41]. The results of I/O ratios varied in the literature
from values tending to zero in modern mechanically-ventilated buildings with an absence of indoor
activities to values over 10 in the occupational sector or for residential buildings with intense indoor
activity and smoking in territories with relatively low outdoor concentrations [10,37,42]. This wide
range is consistently influenced by resuspension, air exchange, and the deposition velocity of particles.
Therefore, this indicator does not permit reaching a complete explanation of I-O relationships.

In the literature [15,40,43,44] various sets of parameters and models which consider the
mechanisms of generation (i.e., the contribution of indoor sources), transport (i.e., the air exchange
rate, infiltration factor, penetration factor, change in indoor concentration per unit change in outdoor
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concentration) ,and deposition (i.e., the decay rate) of particulate are presented. Evidence from the
literature frameworks reinforce the review hypothesis of the need for methods which consider different
indicators and parameters, rather than limiting the assessment to the ones required by the normative
framework or for the assessment of specific patterns.

4. Indoor-Outdoor Particulate Matter Sampling and Assessment

4.1. Indicators

Within the reviewed papers, the analysis of the main indicators used to describe particulate
matter mass and particle number concentrations (PNC) is developed. Both standard and non-standard
indicators found in I-O studies are considered.

4.1.1. Total Suspended Particles (TSP)

Total Suspended Particles (TSP) is a historically-used indicator for the assessment of outdoor
air pollution and its relapses. However, a limited employ emerges in the literature for the purposes
of I-O assessment. This outcome follows the general trend of substitution of such indicators, due
to the availability of consolidated technologies and techniques, with others taking into account the
size distribution of airborne particulate (i.e., PM10, PM2.5) in outdoor applications. Moreover, even
if the interest on assessing TSP for intense natural and human dust emissions persists, such an
indicator has a limited effectiveness for observing outdoor particle infiltration phenomena into indoor
ambient environments.

The few recent uses of TSP are mainly related to the determination of specific components of
particulates. Nazir et al. [45] assessed I-O distributions of trace metal in the TSP of outdoor origins
(i.e., industry, vehicles, soils sources). As expected, higher values of TSP are found outdoors, rather
than indoors, with moderate correlation among the two environments (R = 0.415). Similar results are
found in other studies [46,47] which investigate I-O concentrations of particle phase PAHs in total dust.
Other applications are found in researches considering large sets of indicators including TSP, PM10,
PM4, PM2.5, PM1, and UFP at different environments, such as museums, offices, industries, schools,
and an Antarctic research station [48–52].

4.1.2. PM10 and PM2.5

In the last two decades there has been an extensive and increasing use of PM10 and PM2.5. These
indicators are adopted in a variety of different I-O studies and are considered as main objects of the
samplings or as references for the comparison within other indicators or with other studies.

Ranges of PM10 and PM2.5 mass concentrations vary by orders of magnitude between, and
within, indoor and outdoor environments. In the month of June in two modern offices with mechanical
ventilation, Chatoutsidou et al. [53] report low indoor daily averaged PM10 concentrations (<3.5 µg/m3)
while simultaneously-collected outdoor measures ranged between 11 µg/m3 and 21 µg/m3. Higher
outdoor than indoor concentrations are also reported by Diapouli et al. [54] at three residences with
air-conditioning in the Athens urban area. However, they found approximately ten times higher
24 h-averaged PM10 indoor values (≈25–47 µg/m3) compared to the results of Chatoutsidou et al. [53].
Additionally, in two naturally-ventilated commercial activities, higher mean PM10 indoor values
(≈50–55 µg/m3) rather than outdoor (≈25–45 µg/m3) are found by Vicente et al. [55] over the sampling
period. Same authors also found higher indoor concentrations of PM10 during working hours rather
than non-working hours. A similar temporal variation between occupancy and non-occupancy is also
found in a previous study by Branis et al. [56] which, however, developed the study using different
sampling strategies and time references as discussed later in this review. High variability of PM2.5 I-O
concentrations is also described by other analysed studies [40,50,57–61]. In particular, the findings of
Liu et al. [58] through different residential and commercial buildings in Beijing, clearly show the wide
variability within indoor PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations which are, resultantly, higher in restaurants,
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dormitories, and classrooms, rather than in supermarkets, computer rooms, offices, and libraries (PM10

and PM2.5 ranging, respectively, from 373.8 µg/m3 and 136.6 µg/m3 in restaurants to 33.8 µg/m3 and
5.6 µg/m3 in libraries).

In the literature, less frequently-adopted PM classes of indicators (PM5, PM4, PM2, PM1) are
likewise investigated. The use of such indicators is, in many cases, related to the cut-off of the
availability of instrumentation, the purposes of the occupational field investigations, or for evidence
of specific size fraction emissions. In a former study, Monn et al. [8] investigated I-O and personal
relationships by comparing indoor and outdoor PM10 and PM2.5 measurements with PM5 personal
samplings. The use of PM4 is found in Weichenthal et al. [62] where the measure of indoor PM4 in
relation to I-O measurements of ultrafine particles (UFP) is reported. More recently, Diapouli et al. [54]
monitored I-O mass and PN concentrations of UFP, black smoke, PM10, and PM2, the latter using
a custom-made impactor (with a cut-off point at 2.1 µm and at 23 L/min). The use of PM1 is
documented in three studies at schools and universities of Central Europe and in studies assessing
multiple indicators (including TSP, PM10, and PM2.5) [51,56–58,63,64].

A summary of the observed 24-h mean concentrations in indoor and outdoor environments is
reported in Figure 1, which shows the box plot for PM10 and PM2.5. The selection of such indicators is
ascribed to the availability of extensive data in the reviewed studies.
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4.1.3. Ultrafine Particles (UFP) and Nanoparticles (NP)

Despite the limited amount of paper reporting the use of UFP compared to PM10 and PM2.5,
the recent interest in these types of particles in I-O studies is well documented in the literature.
The main content of the studies on UFP particles is related to the investigation of PNC and relapses
to human health. The dominant contribution of such particles to number concentrations is, in fact,
contraposed to the incidence of larger size particles to mass concentrations [26].

Weichental et al. [62] investigated the contribution to UFP from heating systems in life
environments (in over 36 houses) taking into account outdoor concentrations, the age of buildings,
types of cooking systems, and the presence of smokers. Results of the study describe the contribution
of these sources in UFP indoor concentration, in particular in the residential buildings using electric
baseboard heaters and wood stoves. However, as also reported by the authors, the ambient conditions
and the potential dominant contribution of other sources (outdoor, cooking, and smoking) need to be
taken into account in the comparison of the measured UFP concentrations in buildings with different
heating systems. Increasing interest in the use of the UFP indicator is reported for specific workplaces,
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such as offices and copy centres, where significant indoor sources of fine and ultrafine particles are
represented by laser printers [55,58,65,66].

Concentrations vary from low values (<103 particles/cm3) in particularly clean indoor
environments [37] to high values (>106 particles/cm3) in the presence of intense indoor sources
of such particles [67]. Diapouli et al. [68] report higher UFP mean concentrations outdoors
(32,000 ± 14,200 particles/cm3) rather than indoors (24,000 ± 17,900 particles/cm3), with a maximum
indoor mean value found in a library with a carpet-covered floor and a smoking office
(both ≈52,000 particles/cm3). Similar results are also found in other studies [53,60,61]. In particular,
Zauli Sajani et al. [61] investigate I-O concentrations in the front and back of a building along a high traffic
street: the highest UFP 1 h-mean value is found for the outdoor front sampling (≈25,500 particles/cm3)
and the lowest in the indoor located in the back of the building (≈3500 particles/cm3). Comparable
values are found indoors at the front and outdoors at the back (7635 particles/cm3 and 7444 particles/cm3,
respectively) leading the authors to suggest similarities between the gradients of front-back (I-O)
and of high-low traffic areas (I-O). Seasonal variability investigated by Wheeler et al. [60] show
both indoor and outdoor 24 h-averaged values are higher during winter rather than summer.
Furthermore, the difference between indoor and outdoor concentrations is narrow during one of
the sampled periods (the second summer campaign) due to a significantly lower outdoor averaged
value compared to an another considered period with the same awaited meteorological conditions
(first summer campaign).

Related to nanoparticles, relatively few studies focused directly on the assessment of I-O
relationships. However, a growing interest is found in occupational indoor environments due to
the increase of productive activities employing innovative nanomaterials [69]. Dahm et al. [70], for
example, investigate the exposure to carbon nanotubes and nanofibers in six productive sites (handling
materials with diameter ranges between 1.1 nm and 140 nm). In this research, no evident trends are
described for mass and PN concentrations among the different factories and within the I-O samplings
by using three different real-time optical instruments and a filter-based method.

4.1.4. Miscellaneous

In the reviewed articles, a heterogeneity in the use of multiple indicators is observed: the joint
use of two indicators is found in different studies with PM10 and PM2.5 or PM2.5 and UFP, while
studies considering more than two indicators employed PM10 and PM2.5 with UFP or TSP [38,60,61].
The recurrence of the use non-typical PM classes (i.e., PM5, PM4, PM1) is also found in many studies,
frequently joint with the most-used indicators [49,50,54,57,62,71].

One of the main direct results of the studies assessing more indicators is the investigation of
correlations and contributions among different particle size ranges. Mass concentration of finer sizes
appear to contribute variously to the values of greater size classes. Liu et al. [58] showed a significant
correlation and contribution of PM10 to TSP (R2 = 0.674–0.996, range 47–69%) and discrete for PM2.5 to
PM10 (R2 = 0.144–0.894, range 16–45%) and PM1 to PM10 (R2 = 0.149–0.879, range 6–23%). In another
study, Branis et al. [56] show a higher correlation of PM2.5 and PM10 by comparing indoor PM2.5/PM10

ratio during workdays (R = 0.872 daytime; R = 0.912 nighttime) and weekends (R = 0.918 daytime;
R = 0.991 nighttime). High correlation between indoor PM1/PM10 and PM1/PM2.5 with a slighter
increase during the weekend is also observed. The presence of a source of coarse particles during
workdays, which does not appear during the other observed periods and can be associated to a good
correlation among PM10–2.5 and student presence (R = 0.683), can be attributable to the resuspension.
Similar results are provided by Vicente et al. [55], who show ratios between different size classes
ranging from 0.62 to 0.78 for PM2.5/PM10 and PM4/PM10 during working hours and tending to
unity during the hours of non-occupancy, as an effect of coarse particle decay. The same study
reports slight unity values for PM1/PM2.5 and PM10/TSP, both for working and non-working periods.
A correlation among indoor concentrations of PM4 and UFP (R2 = 0.53) is reported in the I-O research
of Weichental et al. [62].
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4.2. Sampling Methods

Based on the available systematic reviews on particulate air sampling technologies [72,73], it is worth
examining instrumentation and approaches commonly employed in the reviewed I-O investigations.

Related to concentration samplings, gravimetric methods are the most used (Figure 2). The reason
is due to the historical development of this technology, the normative references, and the need to collect
mass on filters for further analysis (i.e., the composition of PM). In particular, gravimetric cyclones and
impactors, such as the widely-employed Harvard Impactor [74], are the most used technologies for
collecting mass. The microbalances (i.e., TEOM, QCM) appear marginally considered in I-O studies,
with applications restricted in time sampling, assessed environments, used indicators, or limited to the
validation of other instrumentation [75–77]. Relating to the material of membranes, Teflon filters are the
most used, followed by quartz and glass filters. The diameter of membranes are typically represented
by 25 mm, 37 mm, and 47 mm filters, with the smaller membranes associated with personal samplers
as, for example, personal environmental monitors (PEM) reported by Meng et al. [40]. Pumping flow
rates in the studies range between 2.3 L/min and 38.3 L/min (with a high frequency of 10 L/min and
16.7 L/min) due to instrument design and compliance with legislation [78].
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Figure 2. The employed instrument technologies for the assessment of mass and particle number
concentrations in the reviewed studies.

An alternative approach to obtain approximate mass concentrations is represented by the use
of real-time techniques, such as optically-based systems. The availability of “instantaneous” results
and higher time resolution than gravimetric methods represents an important key factor for the
sampling campaign design. Advantages comprise the possibility to develop short-term and spot
approaches at different locations and extract trends and behaviours over long-term monitoring.
The use of such instrumentations should be subjected to dedicated site-specific verifications in
order to investigate the need of correction factors to reduce bias with concentrations obtained using
gravimetric methods [73,79]. Additionally, the main use of real-time instruments in I-O studies is
related to the collection of PNC and size distribution. Chatoutsidou et al. [53] developed measurements
of mass (PM10) and number concentrations in recently-built offices using real-time instruments:
I/O simultaneously measures are collected by light scattering photometric instrumentation (PM10),
scanning mobility particle sizer spectrometers (SMPS, for particles under 0.7 µm), and aerodynamic
particle sizer spectrometers (APS, for particles amid 0.5–18 µm). Results show both mass and PN
concentrations to be higher outdoors rather than indoors (I/O < 0.3 for all the measures), with PNC
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dominated by finer particles (the concentrations of particles with a diameter lower than 0.5 µm over
two orders of magnitude higher than the range 0.5–18 µm) and mass by coarser particles (related, in
particular, to the human presence in working hours leading to resuspension). Despite air conditioning
determined to cause a significant reduction of PM10 concentrations, temporal fluctuations indoor are
found comparable to outdoor PM10 variability over time.

Most of the measurements are made by fixed instruments. However, personal samplers are used to
investigate the personal exposure with on-board direct measurements. These studies describe the need to
follow dedicated design criteria to ensure the validity of such approaches as, for example, measuring at
fixed positions in bedrooms during nighttime and keeping the instrumentation far from high-humidity
sources [80]. Moreover, such sampling methods should be easy to carry and should integrate noise
control and sound insulation systems in order to not interfere with personal daytime activities and,
therefore, the representativeness of the collected data. Technological developments improved such issues
compared to heavy personal samplers used in former studies as Koistinen et al. [81]. The use of personal
samplers for developing measurements at fixed position is also reported. The good correlation of this
sampling solution with traditional fixed monitoring samplers found by Meng [40] suggests a sufficient
accuracy of such instruments for describing I/O relationships. The feasibility of the methodologies
requires, however, a site-specific testing activity in parallel with traditional approaches.

The characteristic time interval of sampling is found to be predominantly of 24 h or 48 h (Figure 3).
The daily interval is widely adopted to follow and compare the results with outdoor normative
prescriptions which are frequently based on daily concentrations from midnight to midnight. Custom
24-h samplings with starting and ending points at different hours of the day are reported due to the
campaign design requirements. The sampling interval of 48 h is typically related to epidemiological
studies. Similar percentages can be found on the review on PM2.5 by Mohammed et al. [14]. Among
the other intervals, the 8 h sampling period is associated with the typical working time and, therefore,
is adopted on I-O studies developed at workplaces rather than in life environments. Furthermore,
spot measurements (<8 h for each sampling position) are reported to investigate general trends of
pollutants or due to limited available time to spend for in-site sampling. Moreover, a former study by
Branis et al. [56] adopted a custom 12 h time interval in order to collect mass concentrations on filters
describing different periods of use of a university hall (lecture hours vs. nighttime). Among long-term
measurement campaigns, semi-continuous approaches are also reported [60]. Such methodologies
do not permit the collection of representative data over the time series, but merely to have a general
picture of the phenomena over the sampling period.
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Most of the reviewed studies are developed using simultaneous sampling intervals between
indoor and outdoor measurements. The design of contemporary measurement campaigns is adopted
in order to neglect the time variability of PM among I-O environments. Few exceptions are reported in
relation to limited parts of the studies (i.e., additional samplings, instrumentation failures) or for the
unfeasibility of achieving simultaneous samplings as, for example, due to extreme weather conditions
reported in the Antarctica study by Pagel et al. [49].

In accordance with good-practice and normative frameworks, all the studies set the instrument
chains far from every potentially interfering source. For this reason, indoor sampling is typically made
at the centre of the environment and at a height between 1 and 2 m (to simulate the breathing height
of occupants). Distances from walls and heating sources are also identified as main design factors.
Related to outdoor air samplings, in studies the height ranges from 1–2 m (referred to the front door or
ground level) to the height of the floor corresponding to the indoor sampling (5–10 m from the ground).
Measures on building roofs are also reported [57,79]. The horizontal distance from the external wall is
frequently reported as another key parameter for the reduction of unwanted interference. Personal
samplers are typically positioned in the breathing zone of the carrying person.

In some studies mainly related to epidemiological purposes [36,50,56] the outdoor concentrations
are totally, or partially, obtained from central-site stations, instead of proximity samplings. The adoption
of concentrations from the public monitoring stations or other samplings represents an opportunity to
save resources. However, this requires both the detailed examination of representativeness of the station
for describing outdoor values at the indoor sampling and the comparison of measurement methods.
When possible, it is strongly recommended to perform measurements of outdoor concentrations in
proximity to the indoor measure. The choice of the samplers’ disposition is strictly related to the goals
of the survey and requires an accurate aprioristic design, as underlined by Zauli Sajani et al. [61].

4.3. Studies of Site-Specific and Environmental Characteristics

As expected, different sites and ambient characteristics emerge through the reviewed literature.
First, the type of analysed environments: a comparable number of case-studies is found between
workplaces (productive, non-productive) and life environments (Figure 4). Residential homes appear
as the most represented, followed by schools and universities, offices, and commercial buildings.
Only a few I-O studies considered industries [50,70]. The choice to investigate different typologies of
buildings is also reported [50,58] and clearly indicates the interest of the international community to
develop I-O studies on a wide range of life and occupational environments.
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Related to the spatial variability, urban and suburban areas prevail over rural areas. Most studied
indoor life environments are kitchens and living rooms due to the long time spent by occupants
and to the presence of the major residential indoor sources (cooking, smoking). In the occupational
sector, offices and ambient conditions potentially subjected to intense indoor sources (i.e., printers
in commercial copy centres) are investigated. The design of indoor measurements in unoccupied
residential environments is also found due to epidemiological purposes [61]. Outdoor environments
are frequently chosen as the front door and front windows of indoor ambient environments, followed
by courtyards and roofs.

Another difference among the studies is represented by the seasonal and duration variability
of assessment campaigns. The choice of seasonal periods is based principally on outdoor sampling
design both for meteorological constraints (i.e., rainfall, temperature) and for the need of measuring
during high- or low-pollution periods. Many studies analyse more different periods of the year
covering cold and hot seasons. While a predominance of a specific month or season do not emerge,
frequently multi-seasonal durations are represented by autumn-winter-spring campaigns for the
assessment of I-O relationships during such a particularly-sensible period for outdoor PM pollution.
Spring-autumn and winter-summer investigations are also frequently adopted as representative of
antipode meteorological conditions. These observations are based on the campaign duration reported
by the authors of the original works: the effective sampling intervals could involve only a part of
the entire period of study. As a brief observation, samplings are generally conducted over the entire
campaign period, or at least on multiple weeks/months, rather than limited to single days or weeks.

No prevalence of mechanically- or naturally-ventilated buildings emerges from the studies.
The type of ventilation assessed by the studies is, in fact, mainly related to the available sampling
areas, with the exception to studies on the effects of a specific ventilation design to the infiltration
of outdoor particles in indoor environments [53,79,82]. Significant differences are shown, in fact, in
relation to ventilation systems, as described in Section 5.

5. Exchange Factors

5.1. Indoor/Outdoor Ratio

For the purposes of this review, the term “exchange factors” denotes the indicators describing
the I-O relationship’s characteristics. The I/O ratio is widely used, even though it presents some
limitations, as described in Section 3. In particular, its high variability also emerges among the reviewed
studies and no consistent global trends can be stated a priori.

A general relationship with indoor activities and I/O ratio higher than the unity is found by
Diapouli et al. [68] which report PM10 and PM2.5 ratios higher than 1 in gym, offices, and classes, and
lower than 1 for a library (used only for a limited part of the day by students). Similar results are
obtained for PM10 by Vicente et al. [55] by observing I/O ratio at copy centres in workdays (mostly > 1,
with a maximum of 2.38) and in weekends (≈0.7–0.8). Significantly high I/O ratios for TSP, PM10,
PM2.5, and PM1 (ranging from values approx. between 2 and 18, except for PM1 between 0.98 and 8.9)
are found at an Antarctic research station [49]. In this case study, the extreme environmental conditions
and limited outdoor sources significantly affect the increase of the observed I/O ratios, which should
depend on the indoor activities and the emissions of the research station (i.e., vehicles, incinerator).
The maximum observed I/O ratio (30.40), reached in an air conditioned classroom during cleaning
hours and in the presence of rainfall, is reported by Guo et al. [82]. I/O ratios less than unity is found
in the published studies of either occupied or unoccupied indoor environments [55,57,58,61,64,68,82].

A significant example of the indicator variability can be clearly observed in the results of
Challoner et al. [79]. The two highest I/O values (9.18 and 8.18), compared to other values between
1 and 3, are found for two offices (A and B) with consistent differences among them and some
“contradictory” results from the expected trends: naturally (A) and mechanically (B) ventilated (no
significant difference found in this study by building ventilation types); at the fifth (A) and ground (B)
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floors (expected different outdoor concentration incidence); small office (A) and large open plan (B)
(incidence of air volume and ventilation pathways to indoor contribution); both during non-working
hours (even if during working hours higher values are generally expected rather than non-working, in
this case they are inferior and correspond to values of 4.68 and 2.87, respectively); and ventilation intake
in front of a high-traffic road for (B) (with the expected effect of consistent outdoor concentrations on
reducing the ratio). The study also developed two different campaigns for (B) considering a different
disposition of the outdoor sampling: an I/O ratio four times higher is obtained with the outdoor
station at the ground floor (8.18) than on the roof (2.04), where outdoor concentrations are expected
to be lower. Considering the need of detailed correlation analysis with the indoor sources and the
characteristic meteorological conditions of the area (i.e., temporal variation, well-noted high humidity,
and frequent rainfalls in the Dublin region), these results confirm the extreme susceptibility of the I/O
ratio to boundary conditions. Such variability among the reviewed studies is synthetized in Figure 5,
which shows the box plot reporting mean, maximum, and minimum values of I/O ratios.
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5.2. Air Exchange Rate (AER)

Evaluation of building ventilation is needed for the comprehension of influence of outdoor air
pollution into indoor environments. Using the air exchange rate (AER), expressed as the air flow rate
per volume of the indoor environment, a minor exchange of air is reported for mechanically-ventilated
buildings rather than naturally-ventilated [40,60,62] ones. Volume estimation is obtained in the
studies by direct and indirect approaches as measures of indoor spaces, cadastre data, and reported
data by occupants. Measures of the AER are carried using tracer gasses or the pressurized blower
method. Uses of perfluorocarbon, carbon dioxide, and perfluorinated methyl-cyclohexane are
reported [40,60,61,82]. The distance of tracer sources from ventilation or heating sources is needed in
order to reduce their interference. Different results for mechanical and natural ventilations are found
due to the age of the building, occupants’ behaviours, and the efficiency of filters. The greater seal
in mechanically-ventilated buildings is generally associated to a lower penetration of PM of outdoor
origin than for naturally-ventilated environments [54].
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5.3. Other Approaches

Among the I-O reviewed studies, considerations on some exchange factors or modelling
approaches, rather than the sole analysis of the I/O ratio, are reported. Meng et al. [40] adopted
a single compartment mass balance model and a random component superposition statistical model
(RCS), with the support of AER and PM direct measurements and values obtained from the literature,
to evaluate the contribution of ambient and non-ambient sources to indoor and personal concentrations.
Results showed an average contribution of outdoor pollution to PM2.5 indoor concentrations over
60%. Furthermore, the increasing trend of the infiltration factor (IF) at the growth of AER values
reported in the research shows the general reduction of outdoor contributions due to the decrease
of air exchange. Using a two-compartment mass balance model, Chatoutsidou et al. [66] have also
estimate the incidence of printer emissions in different rooms in a mechanically-ventilated building.

Within the results of the study published by Hoek et al. [38] emerges the role of particle size
and composition to their infiltration and penetration in indoor environments: using a single mass
balance model and comparing the results with other studies, the incidence of both dimensions and
chemical components is confirmed by the authors from the variability of the average IF among
sulphate, soot, and mass and particulate number concentrations (whole range between 0.06 and 0.87).
The assessment of sulphate in parallel with the other I-O multiple samplings, is also found in other
reviewed studies [50,68,83]. Actually, indoor sulphate concentration is a good estimator of IF due to the
absence of significant indoor sources of such inorganic pollutants and constitutes, considering some
limitations, a surrogate for describing the contribution of outdoor sources to indoor environments, as
described in the literature [84].

As previously stated, the description in detail of infiltration and penetration factors, as well as
modelling approaches, is intentionally considered marginal for the purposes of this review. Indicators
and models for describing the dynamics of the unwanted entrance of outdoor pollution into indoor
environments are systematically evaluated in other reviews [15,22,31,84]. We suggest to the readers
who aim to obtain a complete framework of the subject to refer to such, and to other works in the
existing literature.

6. Discussion

The framework emerging from the review of the existing literature shows a growing interest on
PM I-O assessment. Most of recent studies focus on the evaluation of fine and ultrafine particulates
due to the relevance of the relapses of potentially highly-penetrating particles to human health.
Additionally, the use of a standard indicator, such as the PM10, is widely documented and the adoption
of innovative or non-standard indicators is also observed in recent studies. The observed outline from
the analysis of indicators is representative of the variety of approaches adopted within the I-O studies.

With the aim of finding potential standard approaches for the design and execution of I-O
assessment, the need to associate a common indicator to the ones adopted for the specific objective of
the studies is strengthened. This may represent an opportunity to make comparisons among studies,
considering prior research. The feasibility of such additional measurement with a standard indicator must
be subjected to the projects’ available resources and technologies. For this reason, the adoption of PM10

or PM2.5 additional sampling and the description of the I-O ratio could represent a good compromise
between the use of resources and having a general comparison of indoor and outdoor environments
among studies. Furthermore, the use of other indicators can also generally lead to a better comprehension
of indirect relapses of PM as an annoyance and disturbance or to evaluate a specific contribution to mass
concentrations, as a resuspension of dust, by assessing coarse particles (i.e., PM10–2.5).

In order to design a measurement campaign, the site-specific conditions of indoor and outdoor
environments are not of secondary importance. The potential role of different sources should be
evaluated: for outdoor sources the distance within the receptors, the emissions over time, and
the dispersion pathways should be considered while, for indoor environments, human activities
and behaviours (i.e., smoking, cooking, presence of pets) and internal and external architectural
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characteristics (i.e., age of the building, carpets, doors) represent crucial parameters for the definition
of the assessment procedures [15,36,68]. In addition, sampling disposition should take into account
the interference with unwanted sources of heat, ventilation, and other pollutants. Simultaneous
measurements and outdoor sampling in the proximity of indoor environments should also be included
as design criteria. The aim is to reduce spatial and temporal variability, which is widely described for
indoor and outdoor PM. Contemporaneity is found to be generally considered in the reviewed studies,
while a persistence of studies adopting outdoor values from other samplings is observed.

Related to human exposure, which is one of the main goals of the reviewed studies, the weak
potential of using the sole outdoor concentrations to represent personal exposure to PM is confirmed
by the literature. The good correlation found among indoor workplaces and personal samplings
during working hours or, likewise, indoor residential and leisure time personal concentrations [85],
show the feasibility of a simplified approach-based fixed monitoring in different I-O environments to
obtain personal exposures [60]. Furthermore, the choice to associate I-O measurement with personal
samplings represents a major opportunity: a well-designed personal measurement can describe
unintended individual behaviours and might cover specific exposures to PM which can be difficult
to assess by adopting only fixed monitoring. An example is represented by in-vehicle exposures
which can consistently contribute to the “personal cloud” [9] for people spending a large amount
of daytime moving from one indoor environment to another (i.e., the workplace and home) or
working in transportation sectors. The recent developments of low-cost, light, and real-time samplers,
used in association with GPS technologies, represent an opportunity for further studies employing
personal measurements as shown by Steinle et al. [77]. The effectiveness of personal concentration
measurements, however, requires as a critical parameter of design the verification of the aptitude of
participants to carry the sampler, as also reported by Meng et al. [40]. Definitely, the design of both
fixed and personal approaches is suggested.

The good precision and the correlation with traditional fixed monitoring stations, demonstrated
in the literature [40], suggest the feasibility of using personal samplers in fixed positions for some
specific purposes. In fact, the use of personal samplers might represent a good alternative to assess
indoor and outdoor concentrations instead of traditional approaches, as described by Snyder et al. [86].
Different scenarios comprehend limitations in instrumentation and resources, difficulties of carrying
heavy samplers and reaching the investigated site, the need of short-time or spot sampling, and the
unavailability of connection to the electricity grid. It is, however, important to underline that the good
correlation founded in some studies [40] does not necessarily imply a complete correspondence of
the obtained concentrations and requires a reliable choice of sampling parameters considering the
site-specific boundary conditions.

As a final consideration, the available literature showed the wide interest in I/O studies on the
assessment of particulate matter chemical components between indoor and outdoor environments, in
different contexts, especially schools [34,45,49,61,68,83]. In particular, a broad investigation of PM-bound
PAHs is widely reported by recently-published papers [87–90] and a dedicated review on such topics is
under consideration by the authors, given the increasing interest of the scientific community.

7. Conclusions

This paper reviews recent studies on the assessment of I-O particulate matter air pollution.
An increasing interest by the international scientific community to indoor-outdoor relationships is
evidenced by the development of several techniques for the study of emission and exchange parameters
among ambient and non-ambient pollutants. The present review emphasises the importance of
reducing divergences among I-O studies, derived from differences in measuring approaches, site
characteristics, and campaign periods, and by the definition and adoption of standard approaches. This
statement is joint with the need of efforts for the definition of dedicated normative frameworks, with
the implementation of international common policies and specific value limits for indoor environments.
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The opportunity given by the recent technological developments and the need to assess the
human exposure to recently-introduced materials and in less studied environments are continuously
leading to a growing interest in the development of innovative epidemiological and multidisciplinary
studies in the field of I-O assessment.
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Abbreviations

I-O indoor-outdoor
Mass concentration concentration expressed in micrograms per cube meters [µg/m3]
NP nanoparticles
PM (airborne) particulate matter
PN Particle number

PNC
Particle number concentration = concentration expressed in number of particles
per cubic centimetre [particles/cm3]

UFP ultrafine particles
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